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The massive growth of social media usage has witnessed a tsunami of online toxicity in teams of hate speech, abusive posts, cyberbullying, etc. Detecting online toxicity is challenging due to its inherent subjectivity. Factors such as the context of the speech, geography, socio-political climate, and background of the producers and consumers of the posts play a crucial role in determining if the content can be flagged as toxic. Adoption of automated toxicity detection models in production can lead to a sidelining of the various demographic and psychographic groups they aim to help in the first place. It has piqued researchers’ interest in examining unintended biases and their mitigation. Due to the nascent and multi-faceted nature of the work, complete literature is chaotic in its terminologies, techniques, and findings. In this paper, we put together a systematic study to discuss the limitations and challenges of existing methods.

We start by developing a taxonomy for categorising various unintended biases and a suite of evaluation metrics proposed to quantify such biases. We take a closer look at each proposed method for evaluating and mitigating bias in toxic speech detection. To examine the limitations of existing methods, we also conduct a case study to introduce the concept of bias shift due to knowledge-based bias mitigation methods. The survey concludes with an overview of the critical challenges, research gaps and future directions.

While reducing toxicity on online platforms continues to be an active area of research, a systematic study of various biases and their mitigation strategies will help the research community produce robust and fair models.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Online social networks (OSNs) have enabled a thriving ecosystem where people from diverse backgrounds can share opinions and ideas. However, anti-social users with malicious intentions often use this as an opportunity to harass and intimidate others. Such behaviour manifests in content (text, image, audio-video) aimed at harming individuals or groups based on personal attributes such as race, gender, and ethnicity. At extreme online, hate speech (a type of toxic speech) [50] can lead to incidents of offline violence causing loss of life, and property [25, 51]. The real-world impact of toxic online content and its multifaceted nature have galvanised academic and industrial research aimed at early detection and mitigation of such content.

Toxic speech. Throughout this survey, the term toxic speech will be used as an umbrella term to refer to any form of malicious content, including but not limited to hate speech, cyberbullying, abusive speech, misogyny, sexism, offence, obscenity. We follow the definition of a toxic speech given by Dixon et al. [23] – “rude, disrespectful or unreasonable language that is likely to make someone leave a discussion” as an umbrella definition for the more nuanced (and often ambiguous) terms prevalent in the literature. The literature surveyed here is distributed among various forms of toxic speech, known to adopt different and sometimes misleading terms to refer to equivalent classes [29].

Toxic speech detection. For this survey and the literature studied therein, toxic speech detection is considered a supervised learning task. Given a training set \( D = (X_{\text{train}}, Y_{\text{train}}) \), a classification model \( M \) learns to map \( D \) so that it...
performs accurately on unseen evaluation set \((X_{test}, Y_{test})\). For each sample \((x_i, y_i)\), \(x_i\) is the content of the online post and \(y_i\) is its toxicity label. It should be noted that task definitions can vary with what \(x_i\) and \(y_i\) stand for. For example, \(x_i\) can contain meta-information about the post or be a multi-modal feature set (image + text). Similarly, \(y_i\) can be either a discrete label or real-valued capturing intensity of toxicity. While modelling toxicity detection can involve meta-data and topological features, the study of bias in hate speech (as reflected in subsequent sections) has largely been studied from point of view of textual features.

**Unique characteristics of online toxic speech.** Toxicity detection is a highly subjective task. Factors like the context of the speech, geography, the socio-political climate, and the background of the user and the receiver play a crucial role in determining whether the content can be flagged as toxic. Different online platforms and legal agencies use varying definitions of abuse, hate and toxic. To make matters even harder, the existing datasets display a variety of biases due to their curation process [23, 94], and are subject to unreliable annotations [72]. This paper explores why these characteristics render toxic speech vulnerable to a diverse range of unintended biases and the methods proposed to handle them.

**Scope of the survey.** Bias mitigation methods in natural language processing (NLP) have been extensively studied [6, 32]. The existing surveys for bias in NLP [90, 91] highlight the requirement of sound groundwork to analyse relevant literature outside the domain of NLP, for example, psychology, sociology, etc. The mitigation techniques in NLP have been helpful in tasks such as textual entailment [84], or reading comprehension [31]. It motivated research in bias mitigation for toxic speech detection as well. While the respective methods have shown progress, the results are not as effective as expected. The argument goes back to the subjective /objective nature of tasks like toxicity detection vs textual entailment. This inspired us to put forward a survey that can help better understand the current state-of-the-art bias in toxicity detection. The scope of our study is not to discuss the comprehensive research of biases in text processing; instead, we present a thorough analysis of the methods that study bias as applied to the case of automatic toxicity detection. Additionally, several surveys have already examined the existing literature in the area of modelling the task of toxicity detection [28, 76]. We do not survey all the existing toxicity detection methods; instead, we focus on a subset of them exploring and mitigating bias in toxic speech detection. Meanwhile, Yin and Zubiaga [99] surveyed the literature addressing the robustness of hate speech detection methods and addressed the subject of bias in hate speech detection as well. While their discussion remained general commentary, we aim to develop an extensive understanding of these methods. To begin with, we also develop a taxonomy of bias based on the sources and targets of harm and partition the existing literature. In terms of developing a taxonomy for countering hateful content, Chaudhary et al. [15] developed a framework that divided countermeasures as either reactive or proactive. On the other hand, bias mitigation techniques are applied during the model training itself and cannot be directly categorised as either reactive or proactive. Each bias mitigation method can be applied to one or more data transformation stages of a machine learning (ML) pipeline [82]. Table 1 provides a comparative analysis of the surveys related to our work. Subsequently, Table 2 provides a summary of popular hate speech datasets along with their usage for the study in evaluation and mitigation of bias in toxic speech detection.

**Survey methodology.** Following Yin and Zubiaga [99], we considered Google Scholar as the primary search engine to curate relevant papers. We started with a set of relevant keywords such as “bias”, “toxic speech”, “abusive speech”, and “hate speech”, shortlisting a seed set of papers through their abstracts. Papers were also collected from recent proceedings of relevant data mining, NLP and web-related conferences, journals and workshops. We also visited the citing and cited papers of the seed papers to locate relevant papers further. This shortlisting process continued for one month and ended in October 2021.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey paper</th>
<th>Main topic of survey</th>
<th>Discussion of existing bias evaluation metrics</th>
<th>Propose a taxonomy of existing bias evaluation metrics</th>
<th>Survey literature on bias in toxic speech</th>
<th>Propose a taxonomy of types of biases</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chaudhary et al. [15]</td>
<td>Counter toxic speech</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blodgett et al. [6]</td>
<td>Common pitfalls of the literature on bias in NLP</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes, as a part of the total literature on bias in NLP</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yin and Zubiaga [99]</td>
<td>Generalisability of toxic speech detection</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes, with a discussion of the methodologies</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ours</td>
<td>Methods to handle bias in toxic speech detection</td>
<td>Yes, with a proper mapping to the definitions of fairness</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes, with a deeper discussion on methodologies</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. A comparative analysis of the surveys closely related to our survey. NA (‘not applicable’) denotes aspects that are considerably out of scope for the particular survey paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Sampling</th>
<th>Lexical</th>
<th>Annotation</th>
<th>Racial</th>
<th>Gender</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>E</td>
<td>E</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Founta [30]</td>
<td>[60, 94]</td>
<td>[94]</td>
<td>[101]</td>
<td>[18, 19, 37]</td>
<td>[74, 98, 101]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W&amp;H [89]</td>
<td>[3, 60, 94]</td>
<td>[94]</td>
<td>[56, 88]</td>
<td>[19, 56]</td>
<td>[61, 94]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wulczyn [97]</td>
<td>[69, 94]</td>
<td>[94]</td>
<td>[4, 23]</td>
<td>[1, 92]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davidson [20]</td>
<td>[4]</td>
<td>[56]</td>
<td>[19, 37, 56, 74]</td>
<td>[98]</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waseem [88]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[56, 88]</td>
<td>[19, 56]</td>
<td></td>
<td>[61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHC [41]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[42]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stormfront [21]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[42]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evalita2018 [26]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[59]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. List of popular toxic speech datasets and their usage in the study of bias. The columns marked as ‘E’ (Evaluates) indicates whether the dataset was used only to evaluate the presence of bias. The columns marked as ‘M’ (Mitigates and Evaluates) indicate that mitigation techniques were evaluated on the dataset.

2 CATEGORIES OF BIAS

All machine learning models learn to make decisions based on biases in the data [23]. Toxic speech detection models are also biased against samples containing toxicity, assigning them higher scores than those that do not. However, we do not intend these models to vary their results based on the racial background of the speaker, for example. If a model exhibits such bias, we call it unintended bias. Although unintended bias is expansive to be dealt with at a practical scope, it is a good indicator of what we want to achieve through our toxicity detection models – a low unintended bias. In the
rest of the paper, we use ‘bias’ to refer to unintended bias in toxic speech detection. Every surveyed method evaluates or mitigates some form of bias. To carry out a systematic study, we develop the following taxonomy categorised based on the – (i) sources and (ii) targets of harm.

Based on **sources of harm**: We take inspiration from Suresh and Guttag [82] to group the surveyed methods into categories based on the source of downstream harms during the data collection process. The authors defined the process, consisting of – selecting a population, selecting and measuring features, and labels to use. We study categories of bias according to the transformations related to these steps (described in Figure 1) – (i) sampling bias, (ii) lexical bias, and (iii) annotation bias.

Based on **targets of harm**: Caliskan et al. [13] and Bolukbasi et al. [9] made a pioneering attempt to investigate the widely used word embeddings [53, 62] for the presence of bias based on demographic attributes such as gender and race. The next three categories of bias in toxic speech are each dedicated to a target group of downstream harm – (i) racial bias, (ii) gender bias, and (iii) psychographic bias like political affiliations [38]. Recently, Wich et al. [93] explored the effects of bias based on an individual’s political inclination (left-wing vs neutral vs right-wing), a psychographic attribute. However, the study of biases based on psychographic attributes (grouping individuals w.r.t their beliefs and interests) is yet to gain popularity. Note that unlike the majority of literature on toxic speech, we do not limit our toxic speech taxonomy to the demographic attributes of a group or an individual [99]. Rather, we encourage future exploration of bias categories tied with psychographic attributes. Refer to Figure 2 for a taxonomical view.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Expansion</th>
<th>Introduced in</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SBET</td>
<td>Synthetic Bias Evaluation set</td>
<td>Section 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LMI</td>
<td>Local Mutual Information</td>
<td>Section 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BSW</td>
<td>Bias Sensitive Words</td>
<td>Section 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>Sampling and Occlusion</td>
<td>Section 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_CE</td>
<td>Cross-entropy Loss</td>
<td>Section 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAE</td>
<td>African-American dialectal English</td>
<td>Section 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHB (NHW)</td>
<td>Non-Hispanic Black (White)</td>
<td>Section 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPR (FNR)</td>
<td>False Positive (Negative) Rate</td>
<td>Section 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPED (FNED)</td>
<td>False Positive (Negative) Equality Difference</td>
<td>Section 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pAUCED</td>
<td>pinned AUC Equality Difference</td>
<td>Section 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subAUC</td>
<td>Subgroup AUC</td>
<td>Section 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPSN (BNSP)</td>
<td>Background Positive (Negative) Subgroup Negative (Positive) AUC</td>
<td>Section 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PosAEG (NegAEG)</td>
<td>Positive (Negative) Average Equality Gap</td>
<td>Section 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMAUC</td>
<td>Generalised Mean of the Bias AUCs</td>
<td>Section 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pB</td>
<td>pinned Bias</td>
<td>Section 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPR (TPR)</td>
<td>False (True) Positive Rates</td>
<td>Section 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPV (PPV)</td>
<td>Negative (Positive) Predictive Value</td>
<td>Section 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEAT</td>
<td>Word Embedding Association Test</td>
<td>Section 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEAT</td>
<td>Sentence Encoding Association Test</td>
<td>Section 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Abbreviations and expansions used throughout the paper, along with the sections they are first introduced in.

Other categorisations of bias. Some of the papers surveyed here present implicit vs. explicit bias categorisation. We refer the readers to [49] for an understanding of this bias stratification. Blodgett et al. [6] used a taxonomy that categorises between allocational and representational harms. While this taxonomy is useful to segment existing papers based on their motivation of handling bias, the taxonomy developed by us lets us approach the proposed methodologies from an application point of view.

Takeaway-1: According to Figure 1, the bias categories based on the sources of harm are not necessarily exclusive. Lexical bias is a consequence of either sampling or annotation bias, or both combined. Similarly, any category of bias based on downstream harms can be an artefact of all three categories based on the source of harms. While not exclusive, these categories help in developing a sense of the basic layout of the literature surveyed.

3 EVALUATION METRICS

According to Dwork et al. [24], “the goal of fairness in classifiers is to prevent discrimination against individuals based on their membership in some group while maintaining utility for the classifier”. While standard performance evaluation metrics have been studied extensively, they fall short in the task of evaluating the bias in a classification model [23]. As a result, several metrics have been developed for a quantitative evaluation of bias, each capturing essence of one or more fairness definitions. We start by looking at some popular definitions of fairness. Next, we visit bias evaluation metrics devised based on these fairness definitions.
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3.1 Definitions of fairness for classification

As pointed out by Blodgett et al. [6], technical publications often lack in inter-disciplinary coherence. Hence, it is important to understand: (i) Various definitions of fairness, and (ii) How each bias evaluation metric tries to capture the essence of at least one of these definitions. In the following definitions, we assume $\mathcal{T}$ as a set of terms $t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_T$. 

**Equality of opportunity**: Hardt et al. [36] defined fairness as equality of opportunity, satisfied when true positive rates (TPR) are equal between samples containing a term $t \in \mathcal{T}$ and the ones without $t$. Mathematically, it requires $P(\tilde{y} = 1|I_t = 1, y = 1) = P(\tilde{y} = 1|I_t = 0, y = 1)$, where $y$ is the actual label, $\tilde{y}$ is the predicted label, and $I_t$ is the indicator for the presence of $t$. Note that statistical parity does not consider the true label of samples. Hence, it is not an ideal definition as a stricter variant of equality of opportunity, requiring equivalence of both TPR ($\tilde{y} = 1, y = 1$) and FPR ($\tilde{y} = 1, y = 0$). Mathematically, it requires $P(\tilde{y} = 1|I_t = 1, y = k) = P(\tilde{y} = 1|I_t = 0, y = k)$, where $k \in \{0, 1\}$.

For example, if $\mathcal{T} = \{\text{gay, muslim}\}$, both $TPR_{\text{gay}} = TPR_{\text{gay}}$ and $TPR_{\text{muslim}} = TPR_{\text{muslim}}$ must hold to satisfy equality of opportunity. Here $TPR_x$ is the true positive rate on the set of samples containing the term $x$, and $TPR_{\mathcal{T} \setminus x}$ indicates the remaining samples.

**Equality of odds**: Another definition of fairness proposed by Hardt et al. [36] is equality of odds. It can be seen as a stricter variant of equality of opportunity, requiring equivalence of both TPR ($\tilde{y} = 1, y = 1$) and FPR ($\tilde{y} = 1, y = 0$). Mathematically, $P(\hat{y} = 1|I_{x} = 1, y=k) = P(\hat{y} = 1|I_{x} = 0, y=k)$, where $k \in \{0,1\}$.

For example, if $\mathcal{T} = \text{muslim}$, both $TPR_{\text{muslim}} = TPR_{\text{muslim}}$ and $FPR_{\text{muslim}} = FPR_{\text{muslim}}$ must hold to satisfy equality of odds.

**Statistical parity**: Chouldechova [16] devised the concept of statistical parity which is achieved when the positive rate (PR) is equal across samples containing terms from $\mathcal{T}$. Mathematically, for statistical parity to hold, $PR_t = PR_{x}, \forall t, j \in \mathcal{T}$. Note that statistical parity does not consider the true label of samples. Hence, it is not an ideal definition of fairness with unbalanced labels.

**Predictive parity**: Predictive parity is satisfied when the positive (or negative) predictive value PPV (or NPV) is equal across all terms in $\mathcal{T}$. PPV is the probability that the true label of a sample is positive (or in our case, toxic) given that it is predicted as toxic. Mathematically, $PPV_t = p(y = 1|\tilde{y} = 1, I_t = 1)$, where $y$ is the true label of a sample, $\tilde{y}$ is the predicted label, and $I_t$ is the indicator that term $t$ is present in the sample. Similarly, $NPV_t = p(y = 0|\tilde{y} = 0, I_t = 1)$.

**Calibration** [36]: A model is said to be calibrated if positive rates are the same across all terms in $\mathcal{T}$ and possible prediction scores from the model. Mathematically, $p(y = 1|S = s, I_{t_i} = 1) = p(y = 1|S = s, I_{t_j} = 1)\forall t_i, t_j \in \mathcal{T}$, where $s$ is the continuous model prediction score.

---

1 The metrics defined for a term $t$ can also be calculated for a designated group $g$ [11]. For example, if $g = \text{female}$, the metric is calculated over the set of terms $I_g$, where each $t \in I_g$ represents the female group in the dataset.
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It is impossible to simultaneously satisfy all kinds of fairness and maximise both accuracy and fairness [5]. Hence, in the surveyed literature, each paper selects one (or more) bias evaluation metric(s) to show the efficacy of their proposed mitigation methods, instead of trying to improve fairness across all definitions.

3.2 Background on bias evaluation

This section presents about two popular bias evaluation metrics outside the task of classification. They enable us to draw motivation for the development of classification specific metrics.

Bias evaluation based on psychological tests: Back in 1988 Greenwald et al. [35] developed the implicit association test\(^2\) (IAT) as a measure to capture the subconscious biases in humans. It is based on observing the difference in reaction times and accuracy in categorising two words settings. The first setting relates males with sciences and females with liberal arts. The second setting relates males with liberal arts and females with sciences. In both settings, the test subjects are tasked to categorise a word towards either of these relations. It was observed that most test subjects could categorise words faster and accurately in the first relation (male = science) compared to the second (female = science).

Caliskan et al. [13] extended IAT to develop the Word Embedding Association Test (WEAT). It measures social biases through difference in association strengths in non-contextual word embeddings (e.g., word2vec [53], GloVe [62], etc.). Later, May et al. [52] extended WEAT for sentence embeddings, naming it the Sentence Encoding Association Test (SEAT). SEAT used templates (“This is a[n] <word>”) to insert individual words into the slot ‘<word>‘. These templates were designed to convey minimal focus towards the context of the inserted words, helping measure the associations a sentence encoder makes with these inserted terms. Next, it applied WEAT to these synthetic sentences’ embeddings instead of word embeddings. In other words, SEAT is a generalisation of WEAT on multi-word sequences.

Bias evaluation based on finding bias subspace: Bolukbasi et al. [9] defined the gender bias of a word as the correlation between the projection of the word embedding onto the gender sub-space, and the manually annotated bias rating of the word [81]. This gender subspace itself was found by applying principal component analysis (PCA) on a set of vectors obtained by taking a difference of words that vary only in the gender context (e.g., king − queen) and retaining the top component(s). Liang et al. [48] extended this idea to contextual sentence embeddings. Unlike Bolukbasi et al. [9], to calculate the gender sub-space, they used a large number of sentence pairs, with each sentence in a pair varying just in the gender-specific word.

**Takeaway-2:** Both the bias evaluation categories described are yet to find a direct utility in the field of bias evaluation in toxic speech classification. One rudimentary exploration for the toxic speech classification task can be the analysis of social biases in fine-tuned word embeddings or sentence encoders after training them for the downstream task dataset.

3.3 Unintended bias metrics

This subsection discusses metrics developed especially for bias evaluation of classification models. As described in Figure 3, we create a taxonomy of bias evaluation metrics standard in toxic speech detection literature. We list the metric abbreviations along with other commonly used abbreviations in the paper in Table 3.

Error rate equality differences (FPED, FNED): Dixon et al. [23] introduced the metrics False Positive Equality Difference (FPED), False Negative Equality Difference (FNED), and pinned AUC Equality Difference (pAUCED). False

\(^2\)https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/
Positive Equality Difference (FPED) and False Negative Equality Difference (FNED) quantify a variation of equality of opportunity. Mathematically, the authors calculated these variations of term-wise error rates ($FPR_t$ and $FNR_t$) around the error rates ($FPR$ and $FNR$) of the complete evaluation set:

$$FPED_T = \sum_{t \in T} |FPR - FPR_t|$$

$$FNED_T = \sum_{t \in T} |FNR - FNR_t|$$

Note that in an ideal case, $FPED_T = FNED_T = 0$. Both FPED and FNED are threshold dependent and require a classifier that produces binary labels. However, many models produce probability distributions. Dixon et al. [23] and Borkan et al. [11] applied multiple threshold agnostic metrics for such scenarios.

$pAUCED$: Dixon et al. [23] showed how area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUC) on the complete evaluation set can be insufficient at diagnosing bias, as a low AUC: (i) can be due to bad model performance in general, and (ii) does not help in identifying the bias-ridden terms in $T$. They developed pinned AUC ($pAUC_t$) for a term $t$, which is the AUC measure on a pinned dataset $pD_t$ such that $pD_t = s(D_t) \cup s(D)$ and $|s(D_t)| = |s(D)|$, where $D_t$ is the set of comments containing the term $t$ in the evaluation set, $D$ is the complete evaluation set, and $s(.)$ is a sampling function. The $s(D_t)$ component in $pD_t$ helps in getting the comments of interest, while the $s(D)$ component pins these comments to the underlying distribution of comments. For the purpose of measuring bias across the terms in $T$, Dixon et al. [23] proposed $pAUCED$, which captures the variation in $pAUC$ across these terms:

$$pAUCED_T = \sum_{t \in T} |AUC - pAUC_t|$$

where AUC is computed on the complete evaluation set. However, Borkan et al. [10] showed that the ability of $pAUC$ to reveal bias is highly dependent on the distribution of labels between the identity terms. Dixon et al. [23] avoided this drawback by generating a synthetic bias evaluation set (SBET) with balanced label distribution. However, generating a SBET can be a tedious task [4].

It is also difficult to capture different types of bias through a single metric. Therefore, Borkan et al. [11] suggested three AUC-based metrics: subgroup AUC ($subAUC$), Background Positive Subgroup Negative AUC ($BPSN$), and Background Negative Subgroup Positive AUC ($BNSP$). For the following definitions, let $D^+_t$ be the positive (toxic) examples containing the term $t$ and $D^-_t$ be the negative ones. Similarly, let $D^{+*}_{\setminus t}$ be the positive examples from the background (not containing the term $t$) and $D^{-*}_{\setminus t}$ be the negative ones.

$\text{subAUC}_t$: It calculates AUC on $(D^+_t \cup D^-_t)$, i.e., the examples containing the identity term $t$. This gives a view into the downstream task understanding of the model for these examples.

$\text{BPSN}_t$ (or $\text{BNSP}_t$): It calculates AUC on $(D^+_t \cup D^-_t)$ (or $(D^{-*}_{\setminus t} \cup D^{+*}_{\setminus t})$). A lower score means higher (or lower) values for the non-toxic (or toxic) examples containing $t$ as compared to the other toxic (or non-toxic) examples, likely leading to increased false positives (or negatives) at a selected threshold.

Unlike $pAUC$, picking negative (in $\text{BPSN}$) or positive (in $\text{BNSP}$) or both (in $\text{subAUC}$) examples separately one at a time ensures the robustness of these metrics against the label distribution of each individual term $t$. Note that such data imbalances are likely to occur in real-world data and are often the source of bias.

$\text{GMBAUC}$: The three AUC-based metrics mentioned above provide a measure of bias on a single term $t$. In order to combine these $3 \times |T|$ quantities into a single bias measure, Jigsaw\footnote{https://www.kaggle.com/c/jigsaw-unintended-bias-in-toxicity-classification/} introduced a generalised mean of the bias AUC (or
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GMB-AUC) as:

$$\text{GMB-AUC}_{p,T} = (0.25 \times \text{AUC}) + \sum_{a=1}^{3} 0.25 \times \left( \frac{1}{|T|} \sum_{t=1}^{|T|} m_{a,t}^p \right)^{1/p}$$

(4)

where AUC is the overall ROC AUC score, $m_{a,t}$ is the $a^{th}$ AUC-based metric calculated for term $t$, and $p$ is the power of the mean function, which is set to $-5$ in the competition to encourage better solutions for identity terms with the lowest model performance. Inclusion of overall AUC helps in capturing the downstream performance.

Borkan et al. [11] also introduced two additional average equality gap metrics – PosAEG (NegAEG) which measures the separability between $D_{t}^{+}$ and $D_{t}^{-}$ ($D_{t}^{+}$ and $D_{t}^{-}$).

The three bias-AUC and two AEG metrics together give a detailed view into the types of bias present in the model under consideration.

$pB$: In a work parallel to [11], Badjatiya et al. [4] introduced a family of bias evaluation metrics, pinned Bias ($pB$):

$$pB_{T} = \sum_{t \in T} \frac{|p(\text{"toxic"}|t) - \phi|}{|T|}$$

(5)

where (i) $p(\text{"toxic"}|t)$ is the prediction probability of the toxicity label for a sentence containing only the term $t$, (ii) $\phi$ is the pinned value that differs for different members of the metric family. For example, to penalize $p(\text{"toxic"}|t)$ values above 0.5, $\phi = \min(p(\text{"toxic"}|t), 0.5)$ can be used.

Contextual models are sensitive to properties like the context of the term $t$ and the length of text being classified. Dixon et al. [23] showed a relation between the text length and toxicity. We, therefore, conjecture that $pB$ can be unreliable due to non-contextual inputs to the model, not accounting for the variation in predictions due to term $t$’s context and the comment’s length.

4 SAMPLING BIAS

Toxic tweets are rare, covering not more than 3% of the total content on Twitter [30]. A random sampling of data thus requires going through a considerable amount of non-toxic content to get a substantial amount of toxic samples. To avoid this difficulty, datasets are curated by sampling heuristics that achieve a higher density of toxicity in the samples. These heuristics can introduce spurious correlations of linguistic features with the toxicity labels if not tracked.

Popular sampling techniques for toxicity datasets. Wiegand et al. [94] compared the effects of two such popular sampling techniques. In boosted random sampling, heuristics are applied to increase the density of toxic content in an initially random sample. Meanwhile, topic-biased sampling [73] is likely to incite toxicity without first acquiring a random sample. Dataset creators have popularly used topic-biased sampling to acquire samples with a higher toxicity concentration quickly. Wiegand et al. [94] further studied six datasets (three boosted and three topic-wise sampled) and used an explicit abuse lexicon to mark examples as explicitly or implicitly abusive. They found the boosted randomly sampled datasets to contain a lesser concentration of overall toxicity; out of them, a higher concentration was explicit abuse. Moreover, a higher explicit abuse ratio was seen to aid in downstream performance as lexical cues for explicitly toxic labels are easier to model.

The effect of the text source and the choice of topics. Razo and Kübler [69] pointed out that while investigating the biases due to these two sampling techniques, Wiegand et al. [94] did not account for the effect of underlying textual characteristics on the types of bias introduced. Consequently, Razo and Kübler [69] conducted experiments by applying both sampling techniques to the same underlying datasets. They picked two datasets from different text
sources: Wulczyn++ \(^4\) and Civil comments\(^5\). Contrary to Wiegand et al. \([94]\), Razo and Kübler \([69]\) found that both type of samplings resulted in a minimal difference in proportion of toxic posts. In fact, biased topic sampling led to a lesser density of toxicity as compared to boosted random sampling for the Wulczyn++ dataset, a result opposite to that of Wiegand et al. \([94]\). On applying topic sampling with a narrower topic “Trump” more likely to attract toxicity due to its political nature, Razo and Kübler \([69]\) found a higher proportion of toxic posts. They also found that biased topic sampling led to a higher explicit abuse as compared to boosted random sampling. Once again, this finding opposed the results of Wiegand et al. \([94]\).

**Takeaway-3:** These observations collectively suggest that the text source and the topics used for sampling have a greater influence on the bias characteristics of the dataset, than the sampling strategy. Additionally, OSNs have varying tolerance towards toxic speech \([57]\). The difference in platform specific policies can further affect the bias characteristics of the sampled dataset.

**Topic/author bias degrades downstream performance.** The Waseem & Hovy dataset (referred to as the W&H dataset henceforth) \([89]\) is a case in point. Wiegand et al. \([94]\) noticed that the W&H dataset showed good in-domain performance despite containing high implicit abuse. However, removing top PMI terms for the toxic labels led to a considerable drop in classification performance, suggesting a high topic bias. The dataset also contained high author bias, with more than 70% sexist tweets from only two authors and about 99% racist tweets from a single author. This high author bias can be attributed to the improvements in performance when encoding the user meta-information as features \([55, 66]\). This begs whether the classification model trained on the W&H dataset learns to discriminate the hate styles from non-hate or the hateful authors’ style.

Arango et al. \([3]\) tried to correct the author bias in this dataset by limiting the number of toxic comments to 250 per user while augmenting more toxic comments from the Davidson dataset \([20]\). They found a substantial increase in generalisation on the unseen Hateval dataset \([39]\), especially for the hateful class. Exploring this composition further, we use LMI to compare the top 100 unigrams towards the toxic labels in the three datasets \([56]\). Interestingly, we found that W&H and Hateval datasets have only 12 common unigrams while Davidson and Hateval datasets share 28.

**Takeaway-4:** We, therefore, suggest that the performance improvement is due to an increase in topical homogeneity between the train and test datasets instead of mitigation of author bias.

Ousidhoum et al. \([60]\) proposed a label agnostic framework for data collection. They also curated a list of predefined keywords \(w’\) following the literature on toxic speech and the Hatebase lexicon\(^6\). They further developed two bias metrics: (i) \(B_1\) and (ii) \(B_2\) to evaluate the relatedness of the latent topics \(T\) with the keywords \(w’\). \(B_1\) captures the average similarity between all topic words and keywords, and \(B_2\) captures how likely each topic contains a keyword. The robustness in \(B_1\) scores on increasing topic count indicates the new topic words to be similar to the keywords, pointing towards a topic bias. For instance, the W&H dataset showed robustness to topics, which can be attributed to its high topic and user biases \([3, 94]\). Furthermore, dividing \(w’\) based on discriminating target attributes (origin, religion and gender) and calculating \(B_1\) scores on each target attribute helped find the overlooked targets in a dataset.

---

\(^4\)https://www.kaggle.com/c/jigsaw-toxic-comment-classification-challenge/data
\(^6\)https://hatebase.org/
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For example, the Arabic dataset [2] which was curated based on religious keywords, gave comparable $B_1$ values for all three target attributes, suggesting its coverage of origin and gender-based topics as well.

van Rosendaal et al. [86] created a dataset by automating the pre-selection of keywords to reduce sampling bias. They used Reddit to find keywords from posts with more or less equal amounts of upvotes and downvotes. Such controversial topics can be used as a proxy to collect toxic speech from OSNs [34]. A small sample from the tweets filtered based on these keywords was verified as more toxic than an equal-sized sample of unfiltered tweets. However, this difference was minimal, suggesting the inability of the proposed method to create a dataset with the desired density of toxic comments. Moreover, van Rosendaal et al. [86] did not validate their initial claim of a lower bias in the filtered dataset.

**Takeaway-5:** Models trained on a dataset sampled for a set of topics do not generalise on the concept of toxicity for other topics.

## 5 LEXICAL BIAS

Toxic speech classifiers can produce high toxicity ratings for non-toxic texts due to a disproportionately high presence of certain terms (or phrases) in the content labelled as toxic. This phenomenon is called *lexical bias*. We refer to terms contributing to lexical bias as *bias sensitive words* (BSW) [4]. Note that this spurious correlation can also be a result of sampling bias, annotation bias, or historical bias [82].

**Deciding on the target BSW.** Dixon et al. [23], Kennedy et al. [42] and Vaidya et al. [85] limited their studies of lexical bias to identity terms. While Dixon et al. [23] and Kennedy et al. [42] relied on manual creation of a list of identity terms, Vaidya et al. [85] used the identity attributes annotated in the Civil comments dataset.

Badjatiya et al. [4] developed two unsupervised methods to find the set of BSW.

Dixon et al. [23] verified that some of the identity terms have a higher probability of occurring in the toxic samples of the Wulczyn dataset [97] compared to the non-toxic ones. Similarly, Mozafari et al. [56] used LMI to find the terms highly correlated with the toxic labels.

Meanwhile, Kennedy et al. [42] created an ad-hoc non-toxic test dataset of New York Times (NYT) newspaper article texts containing the selected identity terms. Labelling this new sample as non-toxic was a fair assumption due to the moderated nature of the source. Linear models trained by randomly removing these selected identity terms from the train split of the GHC dataset [41] led to lower FPR values on this NYT dataset. It also led to lower $F_1$ scores on the GHC test split, corroborating that the model was basing its predictions on the presence of these terms.

**Mitigation through data correction and filtering.** Dixon et al. [23] and Badjatiya et al. [4] proposed new methods for mitigation of lexical bias. On the other hand, Zhou et al. [101] investigated methods that have been effective on other NLU debiasing tasks [47, 83].

- **Length sensitive upsampling:** Dixon et al. [23] found that toxic samples for an identity term can be non-uniformly distributed across different lengths. It highlighted the need for a mitigation mechanism sensitive to the distribution of labels across sample length. Subsequently, the non-toxic label was upsampled using statements from Wikipedia articles across length buckets. A model trained on this new data maintained AUC values on the test split. The authors also observed an improved pAUCED value on a synthetic bias evaluation set (SBET) containing samples equally distributed across the toxicity labels for each identity term. Moreover, the FPR values across the identity terms went down without an increase in the variance of the FNR values, indicating a reduction

---

During dataset creation, apart from the toxicity labels, samples were also annotated with the presence of lexical markers of 24 identity attributes.
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in false-positive bias while not affecting the false-negative bias. These observations were made on SBET, which had a different distribution than the data initially being debiased. The calculation of bias metrics using a static SBET failed to account for any new bias introduced.

- **Knowledge-based generalisations:** Badjatiya et al. [4] developed five mitigation techniques based on knowledge-based generalisations. The best-performing methods were (i) lexical database generalisation; replace the BSW occurrence with an ancestor in the wordnet [54] hypernym-tree (e.g., black with colour), and (ii) centroid embedding; a dummy tag was introduced with embedding as the centroid of the k-nearest neighbours of the original word in the embedding space. Similar to Dixon et al. [23], Badjatiya et al. [4] did not account for the newly acquired biases in the dataset post-mitigation. We present a case study related to this observation in Section 10.3. Consequently, we refrain from presenting the mitigation results of these methods. Moreover, the suggested methods were dependent on recorded knowledge, which might not be up-to-date with the fast-evolving definitions of toxic slang and colloquialisms [96].

- **Data filtering:** Zhou et al. [101] explored two automated data filtering approaches (AFLite [47], and DataMaps [83]) to obtain the set of training samples that will lead to better generalisability and reduce bias as a by-product. The correlation of the toxicity label in the Founta dataset [30] with BSWs reduced with both AFLite and DataMaps, corroborating a reduction in the lexical bias in the resulting filtered datasets.

**Mitigation through the debiased training of downstream models.** Kennedy et al. [42], Vaidya et al. [85] and Zhou et al. [101] studied the mitigation of lexical bias through model-level debiasing.

- **Regularising importance scores:** Kennedy et al. [42] utilised SOC [40] a model-agnostic hierarchical post-hoc explanation algorithm to estimate the context-independent importance assigned by the model to a word (or a phrase) in an input sample. Through regularising importance scores of particular identity terms, the method encouraged the models to learn from the context of these terms. Adding this to the cross-entropy loss ($L_{CE}$), we get:

$$L = L_{CE} + \alpha \sum_{w \in S} |\phi(w)|^2$$

(6)

where $x$ is the set of input sequence words, $S$ is the set of identity terms, $\phi(w)$ is the explanation score for term $w$, and $\alpha$ is the strength of regularisation. The BERT models trained on the GHC and Stormfront [21] datasets with regularised loss showed a reduction in FPR on the NYT articles dataset with improved $F_1$ scores on their respective test splits. Using SOC as an explanation algorithm, the authors also validated a reduction of importance score given by the regularized model to the identity terms, suggesting a decrease in lexical bias.

- **Multi-task learning:** Vaidya et al. [85] used multi-task learning (MTL) to learn both the toxicity and identity attribute labels for the Civil comments dataset. The parallel classification heads were trained using a custom weighted loss to mitigate the toxicity detection conflation with the identity tasks. This loss $L$ accounts for the binary cross-entropy loss $L_{CE_k}$ for each identity $k \in [0 - 9]$ in addition to the loss for the toxicity task $L_{CE}$.

$$L = \sum_{n=1}^{N} \beta_n \left[ \alpha L_{CE}(\hat{y}_n, y_n) + (1 - \alpha) \sum_{k=1}^{9} L_{CE_k}(\hat{y}_n^k, y_n^k) \right]$$

(7)

where $\beta_n$ is a sample weight, given a higher value for a non-toxic example $n$ with at least one identity attribute present. Evaluation of the MTL model on the test split showed an improvement over all the other vanilla baselines in terms of (i) AUC, suggesting a better overall model performance, (ii) GMBAUC, suggesting better bias reduction, and (iii) BPSN and subAUC for each identity term, suggesting a reduction in the false-positive bias.
while not increasing the false-negative bias. However, this mitigation method relied on the annotation of identity attributes. This information can be expensive to annotate and extend to other identity term groups.

- **Ensemble based debiasing**: Zhou et al. [101] explored the LearnedMixIn ensemble-based debiased training method [17] on the Founta dataset. In this, they trained an ensemble of two models, an SVM classifier and a RoBERTa based classifier. The idea was to let the naive model learn to predict the toxic label based on the bias features, encouraging the robust model to rely on the other unrelated features. Finally, once the ensemble was trained, the naive model was discarded. When compared to the data filtering approaches (Section 5), LearnedMixIn showed lower $FPR$ values on the BSWs containing samples from the Founta dataset, indicating better debiasing. However, it came at the cost of loss in accuracy and $F1$ score.

**Takeaway-6**: There should be a balance of sensitive words and phrases like explicit abuse, identity terms (especially that of minority groups), and topic words across the labels to not fabricate any spurious lexical correlations with the labels. These correlations can disrate the model’s ability to capture the context of such terms. A common point of failure of models trained on such data is the conflation of identity disclosures (e.g., ‘I am gay’) with identity attacks (e.g., ‘I hate all gays’), further promoting disparity amongst social groups.

## 6 ANNOTATION BIAS

Fortuna et al. [29] showed that popular toxic speech datasets use ambiguous and misleading labels to refer to similar underlying categories. Moreover, loosely defining these labels further introduces subjectivity into the annotation process.

**The effect of guidelines on the quality of annotations.** Ross et al. [72] explored the effect on the reliability of annotations before and after providing the annotators with guidelines. The annotators were prompted with three questions about how toxic they thought the tweet was. They observed that Krippendorff’s $\alpha$ [45] did not consistently increase across the three questions posed with the guidelines. Both annotations (guided vs non-guided) showed a high Pearson’s correlation coefficient, indicating that they captured the same underlying construct.

Ousidhoum et al. [60] observed similar $B_1$ scores (Section 4) on three datasets for the samples labelled as toxic across the three divisions of predefined keywords based on the discriminating target attributes they introduced. This suggested that these datasets might be targeting similar target attributes, pointing towards the need for more precise labels explicitly involving race, religion or gender as target attributes. Along similar lines, Fortuna et al. [27, 29] suggested using hierarchical multi-class annotation schemes to facilitate better-targeted labels. On the contrary, the Jigsaw team\(^8\) adopted a labelling schema that is subjective to individual interpretation [23] (defined in Section 1). The team found that more annotators could agree upon the toxicity of comments based on a more generic guideline.

**Takeaway-7**: The current literature for annotating harmful content is spread on the spectrum from strict to loosely defined guidelines. Consequently, we observe that the annotation agreements also vary, with no fixed benchmark for toxic content labelling. An extensive study comparing the effects of precise and generic guidelines is an interesting future direction.

---

\(^8\)https://jigsaw.google.com/the-current/toxicity/
The effect of annotators’ implicit biases on quality of annotations. Waseem [88] studied the influence of annotator’s expertise on toxicity labelling. They formed two groups of annotators – experts and amateurs, and found a low agreement within these groups across all labels on the W&H dataset. They also found the amateurs more likely to assign a toxic label to the sample, leading to a loss in the downstream performance. The ratings by the amateurs were also found to be closer to the W&H dataset’s annotations, corroborating the initially unregulated annotation process. These findings motivate further study on the effect of the expertise and sensitisation of annotators on the quality of their annotations.

Al Kuwatly et al. [1] investigated the effect of annotator’s demographics on the quality of resulting classifiers. They used the annotators’ demographic information (gender, age, education and native English speaker) present in the Wulczyn personal attacks dataset. A statistical test uncovered significant differences. They found that while there were no differences between the two genders, models trained on native English speakers’ annotations outperformed the ones for non-native speakers in terms of F1 score and sensitivity. Similar differences were observed across both groups for age and education.

Takeaway-8: While this investigation relied on the per-annotator demographics collected during the annotation process, this information can be tricky to collect and limited to the demographic strata considered during the data creation phase.

Wich et al. [92] addressed this limitation by adopting an unsupervised method to group and study the behaviour of annotators. Annotators and their inter-annotator agreement were converted into graphs with the annotators as nodes and their inter-rater agreement scores as edge weights. Next, a community detection algorithm [8] was used to group similar annotators. Training on annotations by groups with low inter-rater agreements resulted in low-performance models across the test datasets labelled by other groups. Similar results were seen for a group with higher inter-rater agreement but low agreement with the other groups, indicating a bias in this group’s combined annotation. An exciting extension to this study would be analysing the type of biases shown by such anomalous groups and if their ratings should be penalised or contrarily given higher weights to improve the inclusion of the demographic represented by them. Note that unlike [1], Wich et al. [92] did not mention obtaining multiple observations for a group, opening the question of variance in performances due to random model initialisation.

Takeaway-9: In order to study annotators’ behaviour based on personal attributes, it is essential to have a fair number of participating annotators. Successfully carrying out such a large scale annotation is resource-intensive.

7 RACIAL BIAS

The majority of literature addressing racial bias consider the harm against African Americans due to the correlation of the surface markers of African-American dialectal English (AAE) with the toxicity labels [101]. Due to lack of ground-truth, several resources have been developed to estimate the race of the author of a tweet:

- **Blodgett LM and dataset** [7]: This is a trained as a probabilistic language model by collecting tweets located in the USA and matching them with the USA census’ demographic data for the four largest racial/ethnic groups (namely, those of non-Hispanic whites or NHW, non-Hispanic blacks or NHB, Hispanics, and Asians). Out of
these, the authors used the language model to filter 1.1M (and 14.5M) black-oriented (and white-oriented) tweets by likely NHB (and NHW) users.

- **Pietro dataset** [65]: It is a corpus of 5.4M tweets from 4132 survey participants who reported their race/ethnicity (3184 NHW and 374 NHB).

- **Huang dataset** [37]: It is a multilingual dataset of tweets combining existing datasets from five languages annotated for toxicity. Four demographic attributes (including race) of the users who posted the comments were also annotated using their Twitter profile. Face++9 was used to infer age, race (white vs non-white) and gender using the profile image.

In the remainder of the paper, we refer to tweets marked as NHB-related (or NHW-related) as black-oriented (or white-oriented) tweets. The -oriented suffix is to underline the scope of error in the heuristics that these resources used to find the race of the tweet’s author. We let go of common disputed terminologies like Standard-American English (SAE), Mainstream US English, etc., to not promote minority exclusion [71, 101].

Huang et al. [37] noted that racial information encoded in a tweet could introduce downstream harms. They trained models on the English subset of the Huang dataset to predict the author’s race solely from the tweet’s text. Contrary to the findings of Davidson et al. [19], they found that words like n*gga and b*tch were more significantly related to the NHW class, suggesting a derogatory use of these terms. This is an interesting finding as the Huang dataset is one of the few works not relying on the Blodgett LM for proxy of user’s race.

**Racial information can lead to annotation bias.** Black-oriented tweets often get wrongly annotated as toxic. Sap et al. [74] showed a positive correlation between \(p(\text{NHB}|\text{tweet})\) and the toxic labels for the Davidson and Founta100k datasets. Similarly, Davidson and Bhattacharya [18] applied structural topic modelling (STM [70]) on the Founta100k dataset and identified a latent topic containing terms prevalent in AAE (e.g., *ss, n*gga, yall, etc.). They observed that a tweet containing a high proportion of this topic was more likely to be flagged as toxic.

**Addressing the biased annotations.** Consequently, Sap et al. [74] and Zhou et al. [101] explored the mitigation of racial bias by addressing annotation bias.

- **Annotator priming**: Sap et al. [74] discovered that annotators were more likely to label a sample as “not offensive to anyone” when primed with the possible dialect or the race of the author. However, it must be noted that annotator priming is a tricky task. In some cases, it can even aid the annotators’ implicit human biases instead of suppressing them.

- **Dialect aware label correction**: Zhou et al. [101] utilised the few-shot capabilities of the GPT-3 language model [12] by supplying a few seed examples from [78] for black-oriented to white-oriented dialect conversion. They used the Founta100k dataset and the Blodgett LM to find the two *-oriented tweet divisions. A black-oriented sample is marked as non-toxic if its white-counterpart gets labelled as non-toxic. The language model trained on the relabeled dataset produced lesser false positives on the black-oriented tweets of the test split.

**Takeaway-10:** The observations and results from the above section highlight the importance of examining the sensitivity of the annotators towards socio-cultural factors such as dialects and race.

---

9 https://www.faceplusplus.com/

10 An updated version of the dataset containing 100k tweets (vs original 80k tweets) was released by the authors: https://github.com/ENCASEH2020/hatespeech-twitter

11 Zhou et al. [101] cautioned against a real-world application of this method due to limitations of GPT-3.
Diagnosing bias in downstream models. Sap et al. [74] showed that a downstream model trained on either Davidson or Founta100k dataset produced: (i) higher FPR values for the black-oriented comments, and (ii) higher FNR values for the white-oriented comments of the test-split. Higher positive rates were also observed for black-oriented tweets from the Blodgett and Pietro datasets. Similarly, Huang et al. [37] observed higher FPED and FNED values by downstream models trained and tested across all languages of the Huang dataset.

Davidson et al. [19] applied bootstrap sampling to calculate the proportion of black-oriented ($p_{\text{black}}$) and white-oriented ($p_{\text{white}}$) tweets from the Blodgett dataset predicted as toxic by a model trained on each of these samples. A $t$-test on five popular Twitter toxic speech datasets revealed a significant disparity against the black-oriented tweets. This disparity reduced (yet persisted) when the $t$-test was repeated conditioning on the presence of term *n*gga (or *b*tch) in the test tweets. The authors noted that while this prevailing disparity could have been due to other terms not conditioned upon, it was also possibly the result of the model correlating the other subtler details of AAE with the toxic labels.

Mitigation through the debiased training of downstream models. Mozafari et al. [56], Xia et al. [98], Zhou et al. [101] explored mitigation of racial bias through model debiasing.

- **Comment re-weighting in loss:** Following [77], Mozafari et al. [56] defined a bias score $s^c_j$ for each label class $c$ and bigram term $t_j$ as:

$$s^c_j = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^n I_{t_j \in x_i, y_i = c} (1 + \alpha_i)}{\sum_{i=1}^n (1 + \alpha_i)}$$

where $\alpha_i$ is the weight of the $i^{th}$ sample, and $I$ is the indicator function. These sample weights $\alpha$ were learnt by solving the following optimization:

$$\min_{|V|} \sum_{j=1}^{|V|} \max_c (s^c_j) + \lambda \|\alpha\|_2$$

where $V$ is the set of bigrams in the train data, and $\lambda$ is a hyperparameter. The disparity was reduced against the black-oriented tweets across all toxicity labels for models trained on the W&H and Davidson datasets. Though the debiasing was applied to the complete vocabulary, only mitigation in racial bias was evaluated. However, they also witnessed a drop in macro-F1 scores on both models.

- **Adversarial training:** Xia et al. [98] used an adversarial training procedure [46] on the Founta100k dataset. The architecture consisted of an encoder ($H$) followed by two parallel classification heads ($C$) for predicting the toxicity label and the adversary ($D$) for predicting the protected attribute $p(\text{NHB}|\text{tweet})$. This method is shown to be effective [46] in a setting where lexical cues between the two attributes are closely related (e.g., terms like *n*gga and *b*tch correlate with both the AAE dialect and toxicity labels [19]). The model showed a decrease in FPR on the test split accompanied by an increase in macro-$F_1$ scores. A lower positive rate was observed on a 20k sample of black-oriented tweets from the Blodgett dataset.

- **Ensemble based debiasing:** Similar to lexical bias (see Section 5), Zhou et al. [101] utilised LearnedMixIn for mitigating racial bias on the Founta dataset. They used the four $p(\ast|\text{tweet})$ predictions from the Blodgett LM as features for the LearnedMixIn naive model. A drop of FPR on the black-oriented comments of the test split was observed, along with a drop in macro-$F_1$. However, little to no drop in disparity against the black-oriented tweets was observed when tested on the Pietro dataset, suggesting the inability of mitigation methods on out-of-domain data. Similar results were also seen for the AFLite and DataMaps filtering based methods (Section 5).
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Though the resources from [7, 37, 65] have aided the investigation of racial bias in toxic speech, none of these resources had access to the ground-truth labels for the racial identities of users. For example, it is possible that the Blodgett LM spuriously correlates the presence of terms like n*gg*a and b*tch with the tweet being black-oriented, instead of it being in AAE [19]. Such predictions can magnify the racial bias in toxicity datasets. Due to the lack of other resources, the study of racial bias in toxic speech detection remains strictly limited to Twitter.

Takeaway-11: Every mitigation strategy that was suggested to reduce racial bias in existing models assumed that both black-oriented and white-oriented samples follow the same conditional probability \( p(Y|X) \). This assumption is flawed because using specific terms is socially acceptable for a black person while unacceptable for someone else. We suggest that an ensemble with models separately focusing on different racial classes can effectively avoid this form of bias.

8 GENDER BIAS

The presence of gender-related information in a toxic detection dataset can be a source of harm against a gender group. Huang et al. [37] found that models trained on the English subset of the Huang dataset using text-level features showed a substantial performance when predicting the gender of the user as male or female. Waseem [88] showed that a model trained on the Waseem dataset with annotations from amateur raters led to a performance gain on including the user’s gender as a feature [75].

Gender bias has been popularly evaluated through SBETs [81]. Nozza et al. [59] and Park et al. [61] closely followed the work of Dixon et al. [23] by measuring gender bias through the use of an SBET. Park et al. [61] compared the FPED and FNED values using an SBET model trained on the W&H and Founta datasets. They found that using pre-trained embeddings improved toxic speech detection performance at the cost of more significant equality difference scores. The authors also observed higher bias values for the W&H dataset as compared to the Founta dataset, attributable to Founta’s bias-aware designing (Section 4). For the W&H dataset, Park et al. [61] kept only the toxic tweets labelled as sexist, likely to magnify the gender bias in the original dataset.

Based on their observations, Nozza et al. [59], and Park et al. [61] further proposed mitigation techniques for gender bias:

- **Length sensitive upsampling**: Nozza et al. [59] identified 12 common female identity terms in the Evalita2018 [26] dataset. Next, they upsampled tweets from the W&H dataset to balance the count of occurrences of each identity term across the toxic and non-toxic classes of the training dataset. They utilised FPED, FNED, and GMB AUC metrics to evaluate the mitigation and found that upsampling while considering the tweet length ranges (similar to Dixon et al. [23]) led to the best gender debiasing. This debiasing, however, came at the cost of a small AUC drop on the test split. The W&H dataset is known to be a host of multiple biases which can affect the resulting upsampled dataset. [94]

- **Debiased embeddings, gender-swapping, and transfer learning**: Park et al. [61] applied three strategies for gender bias mitigation on the W&H dataset: (i) using debiased-word2vec embeddings [9], (ii) gender-swap data augmentation (using gender pairs identified by [100]), and (iii) transfer learning by first fine-tuning on a less biased dataset (Founta). The best debiasing performance was achieved by combining debiased embeddings and gender-swapping, reducing FPED and FNED. This, however, also led to an AUC loss on the test split. The highest AUC loss was seen with the transfer learning approach, which could be attributed to incompatible labels.
between the source and the target datasets (abusive vs sexism). We suggest using a source dataset and compatible labelling with the target dataset to produce better results.

Compared to racial bias (Section 7), gender bias is under-explored. We encourage future work to fill this gap.

9 MISCELLANEOUS TYPES OF BIASES

Till now, we presented a taxonomy of biases based on the current state of literature for bias in toxic speech. However, not all biases have been covered extensively in the literature. Through this section, we would like to draw attention to such biases.

9.1 Intersectional bias

Kim et al. [44] talked about bias against race and gender for the African American community in toxicity detection. They used the Founta100k dataset and labeled $p(NHB|\text{tweet})$ using the Blodgett LM (c.f. Section 7). They also labelled the dataset with gender and party (political inclination). They used the party information labels as a control variable. They found that while both genders belonging to the African American community are more likely to be classified as abusive/normal, African American males are significantly more likely to be classified as hateful. Hence, it is important to evaluate such intersectional biases more carefully in toxic speech detection.

9.2 Political bias

Recently, Wich et al. [93] studied the effect of political bias on hate speech detection. Tweets were collected from political leaders who represented the left-winged, right-winged and neutral ideologies, with each tweet heuristically marked as non-toxic. Finally, these three politically inclined corpora were used to replace non-toxic comments from an existing corpus [80, 95] resulting in politically-biased datasets. To ensure the introduction of no other biases, an LDA topic model was used to select tweets that were topically homogeneous with the ones being replaced. The right-wing biased dataset produced lower $F_1$ scores statistically than the other two biased datasets, suggesting a performance deterioration with political bias. The work did not explore introducing political bias for the toxic label. We found the assumption to be unconvincing that the politically-biased tweets were treated as non-toxic.

Takeaway-12: It has been observed that political topics could often lead to a higher amount of toxicity [69]. A political representative with biased ideologies should not be an exception to this behaviour.

9.3 Cross-geographic bias

Ghosh et al. [33] noted that a cross-geographical/cultural application of toxicity detectors can lead to lexical bias. They noted that majority of the literature focuses on the English language and the geo-cultural scenarios of a handful of countries. This concentrated attention towards a few geographies creates a knowledge gap in the learned models towards the underrepresented contexts. As a concrete example, they showed that Alphabet’s Perspective API\(^\text{12}\) gives lower toxicity scores to terms that are considered toxic in Indian context (for example, 
\text{presstitute}, a slang combining the terms \text{press} and \text{prostitute}) leading to false negative predictions. Conversely, terms such as \text{muslim} and \text{hindu} were observed to generate higher toxicity scores even in a non-toxic context, leading to false positives. As seen in Section 5, this false positive bias can be explained through the over-representation of specific terms in the toxic class of the training dataset.

\(^{12}\)https://perspectiveapi.com/
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Fig. 4. Ghosh et al. [33] proposed two axes: (i) descriptive and (ii) prescriptive, to segment the associations of the over-represented terms for the model under bias evaluation.

Based on the above observations, Ghosh et al. [33] then proposed a two-step weakly-supervised method to detect lexical bias for cross-geocultural toxic content. They carried out this analysis using unlabeled tweets collected from across seven countries. In the first step, they identified a set of terms $T$ that were statistically overrepresented in the tweets from a country. Their study aimed at separating $T$ along two axes concerning the model under investigation: (i) descriptive axis: correlational vs causal associations, and (ii) prescriptive axes: desirable vs undesirable associations. Correlational associations refer to the terms not invoking toxicity in the model, while causal refer to the terms causing higher toxicity predictions. Similarly, desirable associations refer to the terms for which higher toxicity ratings are desirable and vice-versa for undesirable. Hence, each term can be placed in one of the four quadrants (refer to Figure 4 for example). In the second step, to find the correlational associations, they built 33 hand-curated template sentences $Y$ with varying degrees of toxicity (for example, “You are a <person>”, “I dislike <person>”). For each template sentence $y \in Y$ and term $t \in T$ pair, the word <person> was replaced with $t$ and fed into the toxicity prediction model, leading to a vector $v_t \in \mathbb{R}^{Y}$ for each term $t$. Notably, an increase in toxicity score after replacing <person> with a term $t \in T$ will indicate a causal association leading to a false positive bias towards $t$. Next, these vectors $\{v_i\}_{i=1}^{|T|}$ were clustered using k-means clustering. Upon manual inspection, it was found that the terms in each cluster formed showed similar characteristics according to their hatefulness. For example, terms like {muslim, jihad, feminist, liberals} were clustered together. Similarly, another cluster contained terms like {sanghi, pappu, congi}, that are toxic in the Indian geocultural context. However, it showed a correlational behaviour on the descriptive axis.

10 EXPERIMENTS

In this section we reproduce some of the bias mitigation methods described in the respective sections of bias. We mainly extend upon the results reported by Zhou et al. [101] and Park et al. [61] to incorporate W&H and Davidson datasets along with Founta. Next, we show a flaw in the knowledge-based generalisation techniques proposed by Badjatiya et al. [4] for lexical debiasing.

10.1 Racial Bias

For studying racial bias, we reproduce the results reported in Zhou et al. [101]. As observed in Table 4(c) for the large scale dataset (like Founta [30]), data filtering methods like Aflite that eventually operate on only 33% of the dataset provide a comparable drop (less is more) in FPR. Meanwhile, the LearnedMixIn method [17] that adopts model regularisation provides the smallest percentage of black tweets samples wrongly labelled as toxic. For W&H and Davidson datasets applying data filtering and utilising only 33% of the dataset would leave us only $\approx 5k$ and $\approx 8k$
Table 4. Reproduced results for racial debiasing as experimented by Zhou et al. [101]. Apart from testing on the Founta [30] dataset, we extend our findings to W&H dataset [89] and Davidson as well. (a) Results for W&H [89], (b) Results for Davidson [20], (c) Results for Founta [30].

Table 5. Reproduced results for gender debiasing employing CNN, GRU and α-GRU on 3 different embeddings – R: randomly initialised, F: fasttext, W: word2vec. Apart from testing on the W&H dataset [89], we extend our findings to Davidson and Founta [30] as well. (a) Results for W&H [89], (b) Results for Davidson [20], (c) Results for Founta [30].

tweets, respectively. Hence we did not test data filtering on small scale datasets and only reported unexpected and LearnMixIn results. Debasing in both datasets via LearnMixIn (Tables 4(a) and 4(b)) is not better than the original dataset composition. This we assume could be happening due to the small volume of samples and the presence of other biases (lexical, topical) in the datasets.

10.2 Gender Bias

To review the debiasing for gender in toxicity detection, we reproduce the results from Park et al. [61]. We first test the combination of embedding techniques against standard RNN and CNN based models. Then we test the effectiveness of various embedding techniques against standard RNN and CNN based models. We perform experiments for Waseem and Davidson only when testing the debiasing techniques, as the base dataset for transfer learning was Founta. In line with existing literature, we observe in Table 5 that pre-trained word embedding, on average, gives higher FPED and FNED due to their intrinsic gender bias. However, no one setting is proper across datasets. Similarly, when experimenting with the debiasing techniques, we observe that (c.f. Table 6), in general, transfer learning leads higher F1 score, but it comes at the cost of increasing FPED and FNED. A combination of debiased word2vec, gender-swapping and transfer learning while a more complex set seems to be the best tradeoff between reducing F1 and increasing FPED-FNED values. Again, between Waseem and Davidson, no one size fits all technique can be pinpointed.
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Table 7. (a): BSWs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>DE</th>
<th>GS</th>
<th>FT</th>
<th>FPR</th>
<th>FNR</th>
<th>FPE</th>
<th>FNED</th>
<th>F1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CNN</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.0294</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.567</td>
<td>0.897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.0461</td>
<td>0.251</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>0.588</td>
<td>0.898</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.0554</td>
<td>0.331</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>0.506</td>
<td>0.857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>1.422</td>
<td>0.644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>1.422</td>
<td>0.644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.218</td>
<td>1.422</td>
<td>0.644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.515</td>
<td>0.872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.297</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.515</td>
<td>0.872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.427</td>
<td>0.166</td>
<td>0.723</td>
<td>0.818</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.342</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.581</td>
<td>0.974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.134</td>
<td>0.816</td>
<td>0.252</td>
<td>1.127</td>
<td>0.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>1.185</td>
<td>0.946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>1.185</td>
<td>0.946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.708</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>1.177</td>
<td>0.746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.708</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>1.177</td>
<td>0.746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.255</td>
<td>0.137</td>
<td>0.436</td>
<td>0.984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>0.107</td>
<td>0.487</td>
<td>0.885</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.232</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>0.400</td>
<td>0.872</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.101</td>
<td>0.242</td>
<td>0.132</td>
<td>0.426</td>
<td>0.865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.245</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td>0.877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.249</td>
<td>0.135</td>
<td>0.437</td>
<td>0.871</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Results for Davidson [20].

(b) Results for Davidson [20].

10.3 Case Study: Shift in bias due to knowledge-based generalizations

To overcome lexical bias (Section 5), Badjatiya et al. [4] employed the generalisation method. It involved the replacement of the BSWs in the training dataset with an ancestor from the wordnet [54] hypernym-tree. *We hypothesize that replacing all occurrences of a word \( w \) ∈ BSW with an ancestor \( g \) ∈ \( G \) will shift the bias from \( w \) to \( g \), instead of mitigating the bias in the first place.* However, the authors did not discuss this bias shift from \( w \) ∈ BSW to \( g \) ∈ \( G \) and reported their final results on \( w \) ∈ BSW only. To verify the hypothesis, we apply the generalization on the W&H dataset and compare by training a BERTweet [58] classifier. We choose this model as it has shown state-of-the-art performance on multiple classification tasks on Twitter data. Table 7(a) lists the replaced words along with their respective generalizations. The observations in Table 7(b) indicate a shift of bias from source to target words. Since the terms in the set \( G \) are more likely to be present in non-toxic comments, this shift in bias can also be detrimental towards the non-toxical class.

While this is a proof of concept case study, it is expected that the other mitigation techniques by Badjatiya et al. [4] based on knowledge-based generalizations suffer from a similar shift of bias instead of actually debiasing the dataset.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( w ) ∈ W</th>
<th>( g ) ∈ G</th>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>( M_{bias} )</th>
<th>( M_{gen} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>muslim, prophet, woman, christian, girl, terrorist, slave, man, child, driver</td>
<td>being</td>
<td>( p_{BW} )</td>
<td>0.027</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feminist, civilian, liar, comedian, god</td>
<td>someone</td>
<td>( p_{BG} )</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. (a): BSWs \( w \) with their corresponding selected generalisations \( g \) according to the Wordnet-3 scheme [4], (b): \( pB \) values for the set of BSWs \( W \) and \( G \) for (i) the model obtained on original W&H dataset: \( M_{bias} \) and (ii) the model obtained after lexical database generalisation: \( M_{gen} \).
11 DISCUSSION

This section discusses the common challenges across bias mitigation in toxic speech and their possible solutions. Some of these challenges point to the general area of toxicity detection modeling and has been touched upon in other survey on toxic speech [14, 99].

- **Cognizance towards side-effects.** Owing to resource constraints, the study of bias and its mitigation has focused on reducing only one bias at a time. While bias mitigation is vital for toxic speech detection, it is important to acknowledge its ability to introduce newer biases in the pipeline. As stated earlier, the taxonomy of bias is overlapping in nature. For example, lexical bias can be a source of racial and gendered harm. Meanwhile, the lexical bias could be introduced due to spurious data collection and annotation biases. We observe that researchers often failed to acknowledge this critical aspect while evaluating their proposed mitigation methods (Section 10.3). Initial work in the direction of intersectional bias has been led by Kim et al. [44] who analysed the combined impact of gender and race (Section 9.1). However, the analysis and evaluation of the inter play of various biases on toxicity detection remains an open question.

- **Data collection and sampling.** As observed and discussed in Section 4, the source and topic of content can have an overbearing impact on the characteristics of the dataset curated. While random sampling is closer in characteristics to the real-world distribution, they are highly skewed towards non-hate, which makes collecting toxic comments hard. Meanwhile, priming for specific topics, hashtags, or users to increase the toxic content introduces unintended biases into the dataset and the modelling pipeline. Recently Rahman et al. [68] proposed an information retrieval based approach to collecting hate speech from Twitter. Their IR inspired method increased the coverage of hate compared to existing datasets. Such cross-domain methods can help increase the relevance of the content that should be filtered for labelling. Keeping the biases in check can lead to better topical generalisation.

- **Gender is not just binary.** Existing literature in the area of gender debasing in NLP as well as in toxicity detection has evaluated gender as binary (male vs female). In their recent work, Dev et al. [22] provided a general overview of how non-binary individuals are at risk of erasure and misgendering at the hands of existing language models. These harms trickle down to the task of toxicity detection as well, and unfortunately, its full extent has not been studied yet. As observed in the existing analysis of annotation and lexical biases, annotators’ lack of awareness around gender fluids can lead to inconsistent labels. More so, the toxicity models predict both “I am a homosexual” and “I hate homosexuals” as toxic due to the presence of the word “homosexual”, which has been historically used to detest the LGBTQ+ community and has only recently been reclaimed.

- **Language is not static.** Extending from the previous point, the case of word reclamation is a part of the discussion around the use of static hate lexicons, offensive dictionaries and static knowledge graphs, which cannot account for the evolving language and the evolving social-cultural aspects [79]. Recently, Qian et al. [67] proposed a prototypical learned model for hate speech classification that aims to capture the evolving hateful content as it develops. Such models need to be extended to debiasing methods as well.

- **Proactive bias mitigation.** Zhou et al. [101] showed that instead of targeting existing bias-ridden datasets, downstream harms could be better mitigated by incorporating mitigation techniques starting in the early stages of the learning pipeline, such as data sampling and annotation. While the mitigation methods proposed for annotation and sampling biases are tied to their respective steps in the machine learning pipeline, the methods for other categories are distributed throughout the pipeline. Additionally, most of the surveyed papers demonstrated
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Bias mitigation as a single-step solution [23, 56]. However, it is essential to be "bias-aware" throughout the learning pipeline [61]. A good reference for this can be [82], which formalised the complete pipeline as a sequence of data transformations and defined the potential sources of harm.

- **Out of domain evaluation.** Zhou et al. [101] showed that mitigation techniques displaying encouraging results on in-domain samples failed to reduce disparity when tested on out-of-domain datasets. This is an alarming finding as most mitigation techniques are tested on in-domain data, putting their generalisability in question. This observation entails introducing diverse benchmarks to standardise existing and future work findings. An example benchmark [87] was recently developed to compare gender-bias mitigation techniques in visual recognition models systematically.

- **Collecting user feedback.** The Jigsaw team utilized user feedback as a key source of bias mitigation for its Perspective API. Setting up of a feedback infrastructure, wherever possible, allows a collection of data that better represents the target population.

- **World beyond English text.** In this survey and most literature around toxicity detection and toxicity debiasing, we mostly consider English dataset. While it is the most widely available language on the Internet and the language modelling and preprocessing tooling around the English language, this cycle has created a knowledge gap when testing toxicity systems for other languages. Especially since what can be considered toxic in English speaking geographies may not be considered toxic in other geographies. The initial study in cross-cultural bias is being led by the work of Ghosh et al. [33]. However, the extensive study of toxicity bias in non-English and code-mixed settings remain non-existent. Additionally, the workaround flagging harmful content has focused majorly on text-based features as they are easier to collect. Meanwhile, the usage of memes and videos (short clips and long ones) spreading toxic and harmful content has been gaining momentum [43, 63, 64]. We need to study the impact of bias in multi-modal content. Do we look at the textual and image-based biases separately, or build a unifying mechanism that can capture overall-modality bias remains an exciting and open area of research.

12 **CONCLUSION**

While a reasonable amount of work has been dedicated to the subject of unintended bias in toxic speech detection, we observe that its mitigation needs further exploration. Due to the multi-faceted and dynamic nature of online toxicity and its unintended biases, conducting a systematic study helps better understand the scope of the bias mitigation strategies. No survey exists to the best of our knowledge that approaches this subject, focusing on the methods proposed. Therefore, we attempted to fill the gap through this survey. We developed a taxonomy of bias based on their source and target of harm. This categorisation enables us to discuss these methods effectively and their drawbacks, challenges, and future directions of work. We also drew attention to the need of handling more types of psychographic biases. For example, toxic speech based on political interests is a known issue on OSNs. However, biases based on the political leanings in toxic speech detection is still an underexplored avenue [93]. We also conducted a case study to introduce the concept of bias shift due to knowledge-based bias mitigation methods. While certainly not exhaustive, we called attention to a list of common challenges and pitfalls of bias handling methods for toxic speech detection.
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